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Experience the
Indian summer rally!
In the words of a 1976 song by Robert Charlebois, ‘Je
reviendrai à Montréal…’ [I’ll come back to Montreal...].
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As organizer of the Rallye de Charlevoix, Philippe Brasseur knows what laying out a rally means. Whether on
tarmac, gravel roads, stages and special events, thanks to a perfect knowledge of the terrain!
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Welcome to the Halifax-Montreal Rally, in the heart of the Indian summer!
From the Atlantic coast to the banks of the Saint Lawrence River, take part in
an unforgettable rally on tarmac and gravel roads amid magnificent landscapes.
With mythical motor racing circuits, routes crossing sublime regions like Acadia
or Gaspé, the discovery of national parks, luxury hotels, a trip in a hydroplane,
etc., and, for a thrilling finish at the mythical circuit Gilles-Villeneuve, home to the
Canadian F1 Grand Prix: come and enjoy Quebec as you have never seen it before
in a friendly atmosphere among people who share your passion for motor sports.

from september 26 to october 6, 2022

Franz will join native son Philippe Brasseur, president
of Éditions Pole-Position and the Rallye de Charlevoix,
who will be our consultant / correspondent in Quebec.
Su
per
Franz and Philippe share a long history of friendship
ier based on a mutual passion for automobiles. A passion
Lak
e
without
borders.

From Monday, 26 September to Thursday, 6 October
2022, this solid and experienced team invites you to
Toronto
this good-natured rally. It will include
regularity events
on roads and motor circuits over a carefully studied
route in the heart of the Indian summer. Can we count
you in?

Have you got a sports car of any age or any type (Touring, Sports, GT)?
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Today, it’s time for the return of Franz Hummel,
organizer of the 2022 Halifax-Montreal Regularity Rally.

They first met in 1997 during the Canadian F1 Grand
Prix. Then, when Franz organized the first ‘Challenge
Automobile sur Glace du Canada’ in Sherbrooke, he
naturally turned towards Philippe for assistance. This
event, under the auspices of the FIA, was part of the
I.R.S.I (Ice Race Series International). It was perceived
as revenge for the ‘Chamonix 24 Hours on Ice,’ also
organized by Franz.

12 days of discovery and pleasure

UNITED STATES

ATLANTIC OCEAN

THESE 9 STAGES WILL INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING REGULARITY EVENTS:
- 6 special rally events between 15 and 25 km (smooth track and tarmac).
-3
 motor circuit events: 1 at Atlantic Motorsport Park (NS) and 2 at Complexe ICAR Mirabel (QC), including one
at night-time.

I Departure: Halifax - Atlantic Motorsport Park

WHERE?
Canada.

WHEN?
From Monday 26 September to Thursday 6
October 2022.

WHAT?
Touring, sports or GT cars, of any age, any type,
total number limited.

On Wednesday, 28 September 2022, after your arrival in Canada, the first stage of the rally will take you to
the circuit at Atlantic Motorsport Park in Shubenacadie. This circuit has frequently hosted Formula Atlantic,
Superbike and even NASCAR events. The lap record for the 2.5 km of this circuit is held by one Gilles Villeneuve.
In September 2022, it will be your turn to try to better his record!

HOW?

I Arrival: Montreal - Circuit Gilles-Villeneuve

COMBIEN ?

On Thursday, 6 October 2022, after 1700 km of unforgettable landscape, your route will lead you to Montreal
and its legendary circuit Gilles-Villeneuve F1 track. You can steep yourself in the atmosphere of this mythical
place, whose lap record has been held by Sebastian Vettel since 2019. After saying ‘Salut Gilles’, which is
written on the starting line, and before saying ‘Salut le Québec’, a friendly arrival ceremony will reward your
efforts, just before the cocktail dinner and the prize giving.

1700 km (excluding regularity events) between
Halifax and Montreal in 9 stages.

- €22 000 per team, all inclusive (excluding
airfare).
- €13 000 per team, all inclusive for North
American participants.

Franz Hummel,
racing driver, record-holder and events organizer
As a child, he would watch his father race round the mythical Autodrome de Linas-Montlhéry, close to Paris. And, since
that moment, the car bug’s never left him!
As a racing driver, he finished 3rd in the 1973 Volant Shell on the Magny-Cours Circuit and became an instructor for
the prestigious Winfield Racing School. In 1975, he took part in his first 24 Hours of Le Mans with a Lola Roc 2 liters.
In 1977, he raced in the Monte Carlo Rally with a Renault Alpine and the 24 Hours of Le Mans with a Porsche 934
Turbo. In 1986, along with Jean-Pierre Malcher, he won the 6th edition of the 24-hour Chamonix Ice Race with a Works
sponsored Citroën Visa. In 1992, he participated in the 1st edition of Paris-Moscow-Beijing.
As a record holder, he has literally pulverized several cross continental times, including the solo drive from Cape
Town to Algiers (Vidéo click : Transafrican Challenge 1990). With this still-unbeaten record, he won the «1991 Master of
Human Adventure» adventure ahead of Hubert Auriol & Ari Vatanen.
Franz was awarded the Legion of Honour in 2006 by the great mountaineer Maurice Herzog for his motor racing
achievements and as automobile event organiser, his second passion.
He was involved in the 1970 Ronde Hivernale (Wintertime Round) and continued to develop the 24-hour Chamonix Ice
Race. Based on an idea from Rémi Depoix, Franz launched the Festival Automobile de Chamonix hand-in-hand with
Rémi. Franz also created ice races in Canada, Finland, Italy and Russia with the FIA. As well as Les Week-Ends de
l’Excellence Automobile de Reims-Gueux and Les Grandes Heures Automobiles… on the Autodrome where he would
watch his father race.
For Franz, Quebec is like a second home. He has already made 39 trips to the province in order to work on his automobile
events. It will be a great pleasure for Franz to return for the 40th time and to share this incredible moment with you.

Philippe Brasseur,

driver, automotive press publisher and rally organizer.
Philippe is President of Éditions Pole-Position, the only magazine in Quebec devoted to motor sports, which
he founded in 1990. He is also a TV presenter covering subjects like rallies and NASCAR. As co-driver, he
participated in the Quebec and Canadian rally championships from 1993 to 1999. As organizer, he is President
of the Rallye de Charlevoix, recognized across the continent as one of the most remarkable rally competitions.
Knowing Franz for many years, Philippe has accepted to provide our rally with his unique knowledge of
Quebec. He will be accompanied by Marie-Lyse Tremblay, Vice-president of Éditions Pole-Position. She will
provide her extensive experience for the welcome, accommodation, etc. In short, a strong and efficient team
to guarantee maximum enjoyment for every participant.

www.poleposition.ca

A prestigious partner.
Laurent Ferrier, a passionate automobile enthusiast, took third place in the overall
24 Hours of Le Mans Race in 1979 behind the wheel of a Porsche 935T. Caught up in
the wave of euphoria following this achievement, Laurent and his partner François
Servanin, who is also fascinated by watchmaking, set themselves the challenge to
create their own watch - an exploit met some 30 years on.
Free from pressures and ties, and drawing on his experience of over 37 years in a
leading watchmaking company, he realised the timepeace of his dreams. In 2010,
he gave his own name to the brand: «Laurent Ferrier». He took the bold step of
developing his own movements to remain totally independent. Far from the frenzy
of high design and the quest for originality at any cost, he proposes a return to
fundamental values. His timepieces are created, assembled, decorated and adjusted
in his own Geneva workshops, remaining true to traditional stylistic codes yet infused
with state-of-the-art engineering.
www.laurentferrier.ch

YOUR VEHICLE,

shipped in a closed container.
Through the organization of international races around the world for many years, including
the shipping of rare prototypes to these events, we have developed true expertise in
vehicle transport. Your vehicle will be at the heart of our concerns and we will carry out
all the formalities for you. It will be taken in charge in Le Havre or Marseille before being
shipped in a closed container.

QUÉBEC,

A passion for automobiles.
Quebec is a land of pioneers and adventurers with a passion for motor sports. In the world of
automobile sports, it has given us champions like Gilles & Jacques Villeneuve. Gilles won 7
Formula 1 victories with Ferrari and the title of world vice-champion in 1979. As for his son
Jacques, he obtained one victory at the Indianapolis 500 and the CART championship in 1995, 11
F1 victories and the title of world F1 champion in 1997. Quebec also means motor circuits like
Montreal, Trois-Rivières and Mont-Tremblant. In short, it is a land of automobiles!

THE ORGANISATION,

SPORTS CAR RENTAL

Participate with the vehicle of your dreams!

You don’t have a vehicle or don’t want to participate with your own vehicle? Think of
renting one! Thanks to our different contacts in Europe and North America, we can advise
you on the rental of a historic vehicle eligible for our rally. If you rent it in North America,
ocean freight costs will be deducted from the participation fees. Don’t hesitate to contact
us for further information.

THE TIMEKEEPING,
Provided by experts.

VDS Racing, a well-known specialist in developing tracking
solutions for motor sports, is now a Halifax-Montréal Rally
partner. As an official provider for the FFSA, the company
hold by the ex-rallyman Jean-Pierre Ballet takes part
in over 80 geolocalized events a year, including the Tour
de Corse 10 000 virages (Ten Thousand Turns Rally).
www.vdsracing.com

a finely tuned team.

A rally can’t be set up at a click of the fingers. For the Halifax-Montreal Rally, Franz and
Philippe can count on a loyal team in both France and Quebec, who have long worked with
them on the organization of events of this importance. Transport and field logistics lie at the
heart of the organizers’ considerations to ensure the participants’ peace of mind.

ASSISTANCE,

on hand at all stages.
Because your peace of mind is essential, you can count on an expert support team
throughout the entire rally.
Participation fees include: light repairs, tire checks, fluid level checks, etc., as well as a
recovery vehicle with a trailer in case of a breakdown.
Not included: major servicing or repairs.

THE ADDED EXTRAS OF THE HALIFAX-MONTREAL RALLY:
Regularity events
During special rally events and on
motor racing circuits.
Attire
Each team will receive the official
outfit of the Halifax-Montreal Rally.
Evening events with other auto
enthusiasts
Social get-togethers will provide the
opportunity to get to know and chat
with personalities from the automobile
world.
Video report
Two renowned motor sports film
directors will be on board. We will be
accompanied by Jeff Lehalle, director
of the film ‘Ice Games,’ part of which
was filmed during the 1st Canadian
Automobile Ice Challenge in 1999 in
Sherbrooke. Also participating will be
Jean-Louis Mourey, the director of the

mythical ‘Climb Dance’ filmed at Pikes
Peak with Ari Vatanen. The fruit of this
reunion will be the film of the 2022
Halifax-Montreal Rally, which will be
given to each participant.
Discover ‘Ice Games’:
https://youtu.be/XvAPeM5DHvw
Numbered lithograph
A numbered lithograph figuring
the emblem of the 2022 HalifaxMontreal Rally will be offered to each
participating team.
Flight in a hydroplane
Each participant will enjoy an
incredible flight in a hydroplane over
Mauricie National Park. This park is
highly representative of the landscapes
of Quebec, magnified by the Indian
summer: an unforgettable experience
and discovery!

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

RALLY

2022

VEHICLES ACCEPTED

TEMPERATURES

Touring, sports or GT cars, of any age, any type.

‘On ira où tu voudras, quand tu voudras…’ [We’ll go where you want, when you want]:
If you know the 1975 song ‘L’été indien’ [Indian Summer] by Joe Dassin, that is exactly
what you will experience in Quebec. With mild temperatures around 15 to 20 °C,
intensely pure skies, the northern woods that turn incredible shades of orange,
whales, the flight of wild geese, you will be in the front row to admire these spectacles
of nature!

FORMALITIES

#1

- For you: valid passport, valid for at least 6 months after the return date, with at
least 4 consecutive blank pages for customs stamps.
- For your vehicle: carnet de passage en douane (CPD).

from september 26 to october 6, 2022

ENTRY FEE

PROGRAM

- €22 000 per team, all inclusive (excluding airfare).
- €13,000 per team, all inclusive for North American participants.

Monday, 26 September 2022
Participants’ arrival and welcome in Halifax

ACCOMMODATION

Tuesday, 27 September 2022
Vehicle reception, verifications, briefing

11 nights in luxury 4- or 5-star hotels with breakfast included.
Accommodation in a double room (large bed), twin room (2 twin beds).
Single room, depending on availability and at an extra cost.
Coordination by Marie-Lyse Tremblay: marielyse@poleposition.ca

From Wednesday, 28 September to Thursday, 6 October 2022
Between Halifax and Montreal in 9 stages

MEALS

Friday, 7 October 2022
Participants return to Europe

10 meals for two persons with drinks included.
10 brunches or lunchboxes for two people.
1 ‘Award Ceremony’ cocktail dinner for two.

CONTACTS

LOGISTICS

- A vehicle will be specially chartered to handle your luggage from one hotel to
another.
- A minibus will follow the rally with seats available for passengers.

SAFETY & SECURITY
You will be in constant contact with the organizing team. Each hotel has a securitysteward service for your vehicle when you arrive.

Franz Hummel

Pierre Saby

Sarl Driver

Jean-Luc Fournier

franz.hummel@driversrally.com
+33 6 08 62 84 70

88, chemin des Orcettes
74400 Chamonix Mont-Blanc - France
contact@driversrally.com

pierre.saby@driversrally.com
+33 6 08 84 09 57

jeanluc.fournier@driversrally.com
+33 6 13 72 41 16

Gérard Cuif

gerard.cuif@driversrally.com
+33 6 30 21 55 00
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«The Belle Province’ is a little like my second home. After 39 trips related to our automobile events, I am very happy
to go back for the 40th time to share with you the passion that inhabits our cousins from Quebec.»
Franz
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